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Welcome... 
After a busy start to the second 

half of 2013, CPS is adapting 

itself to changing needs & 

requirements, which has resulted 

in a range of new products being 

launched of which you will see 

in this bulletin.  The first half 

of 2013 saw the launch of the 

spectator seating range which has 

already aroused much interest. 

This year has seen some of our 

most challenging projects ever, 

and difficult intricate designs 

have become second nature 

to our design office.  With a 

wealth of experience and a 

team of professionals on hand to 

help you, CPS are able to take 

your ideas from ‘concept to 

completion’.  We look forward 

to hearing from you.
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Bespoke stage brings Church’s dream true

Excellence in Product and Service

CPS put in hours of design work to create one of their 
most bespoke staging packages yet.  The package consisted 
of a stage with an imposing height-adjustable lectern, mercy 
seats a holiness table, flag stands and collection plates.  The 
lectern incorporated carpeted edges and LED lighting for 
reading and to illuminate the cross on the front. 

The Inova 
seat makes  

its first debut 
in the UK

The Inova range is a new high end 
interactive learning solution. 
The chair brings together strength versatility and fluid 
design.  The range has a selection of outré designs and 
colours creating passion and vibrancy in learning spaces.   
The seats are available in upholstered, timber  
or plastic finishes and are adaptable to suit every need.



A large UK university had a major overhaul of 
its fixed lecture theatre and auditorium seating 
and the project totalled over 800 seats.

The university needed a multi-purpose chair that could be used 

for business applications as well as a lecture theatre.  CPS’s core 

seat models, the Vario C9 lecture seat and the Asset A10 and 

A20 auditorium seat provided the best solution.  All of these 

seats scored in excess of FIRA Test Level 4 Severe category use 

and means the University have a flexible fixed seating solution 

covered by our Lifetime Warranty.

A private secondary school looking 
out on to Lake Windermere required 
a smart auditorium for their concerts, 
performances and assemblies.
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CPS Hire division has a wealth of 
experience in staging layouts and design.   
In current climates where budgets 
are under pressure, the hire option 
provides a cost effective solution to 
actually purchasing the stage.

CPS has added one of their most exciting 
staging systems to the range. CPS Motor-
Up is an ingenious motorised Staging 
System which rises flush from the floor 
at a touch of a button.  The system 
presents itself as the perfect solution 
for companies that host different public 
events daily. The system once installed 
virtually eliminates any labour cost to 
rearrange the stage, and means that 
a hall layout can be reconstructed 
numerous times every day without any 
great effort.

CPS Hire Division

Motor-Up

Customer Feedback

Multi-purpose seating solution  
for University

Auditorium installed at a 
prestigious school in the 
Lake District.

I confirm that the installation of the 
theatre style fixed tiered seats and 
writing ledges in the Lecture Theatre 

A30 in the Arts Centre at the University 
was carried out effectively and to a good 

standard.  The programme dates and 
cost were adhered to.  The academics 

and students are pleased with their new 
learning environment.  Thank you for your 
work.  I look forward to working with you 
and your colleagues again.  Thank you.

However they incurred the problem of not having enough 
space for the total seating capacity needed.  CPS however 
manufactured a seat place narrower than standard seats 
but still extremely comfortable and as a result extra rows 
of seats were fitted and the required capacity was fulfilled. 
They also incorporated Eyeleds® ultra-slim walkover LED 
lighting which act as perfect aisle guides when the lights are 
dimmed for performances.
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New Staging Brochure
Showcasing the 
latest products and 
installations within a 
wide range of venues 
nationwide and 
further afield.
Request your copy now! 
01302 741888 | E: sales@seatingandstaging.co.uk

OUT
NOW!


